
Ceditioningdomvariable
r.V.

Def h X,Y bervs. E(XH):=E(XY0) =h(), function of Y.

↑
allows tocondition on events of measure0!

· ExX-Uniflo,13 Y:= (nx] sinteger part). #(x14)=y+Y (check!)↳
-

· Q:Suppose we want tousetopredictX. How should we choose 2: IR-R

so as to minimize E(X-h(-2)" II Ans:h(x) =1E(x) is thebestpredictor (4rp, (50)

· Fulardistributions?
SKIP

let (X,1) take on finitely many or
countable # of values, ...

jointparf: W
p(x,y):=(X =x,y =yy. "

w()=0 (91)=y):y ranges over all values" takes) -> 2

#(x) =(x) r)-x) =E(x/v=y) if (i= y3 occurs (Ex(6) p. 144)
#(X- 1,y=y.33 (def p. 143)
--

PSY=y3*takes value a will prob.p(a,y) Far

-

(,e =Zcpely) where plily)=eIp(x,y)
↳

=>E(x1] =Zxp(a)-) HW:

· Similarly, for us distributions:
↓
Prove

p. 57 2019

*p If(x,y) have jointpdf f(x,3), then
f(x,y)

E(xy) =Erf(x) dx where 8(a):=
If(x,y)de
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ample(Randomsumit mean, varicein
Let NEN be an indep. rv

with finite variance.I Compute mean and variance of SrX:

· Ffixed no IN, X.,Xn are independent
->

↑IE(SwIN =n) =E(zxi) =un. (*)

Var(SwIN=n) =n.Var(X-Iwan) =n.Var(x)
=no.

II ↑indep

E(SIN=n] - (SwIN=n)) => E(SIN=n] =notu (ax)

Il
....

pen <natural.
· LIP 4(a) => ESN =E(MN] =MEN.

LTP 4(xx) =>ECSE) =E(EN+YY =WEN +M*E(NY

-Var(Sn) =E(Sw") -(ES) =wN +(EN)
=TEN +n2Var(N) -

· This is a partial case oftheevervariance:

Var(X) =E(Var(x1-x] +Var(x1Y)) Hu
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Achangedox)
There are I closed envelops,
one containing twice

as much money as the other.

You are asked tochoose one of the envelops for yourself.

You pick an envelop at random, open it, observe the content.I You are given the option to exchange itfor the other envelop.

should you exchange or not?

Y: =amount inthe chosen envelop

X ==amountin the other envelop

E(x) =# (E(xy)] slaw of totalexpectation p. 149)

Given"), X can be 24 or /2, each will probability/2 (*)

=>E(X1y) =2y.+2.t =1.254

=>E(x) =1.25 E(Y]

=>you should always exchange!(and get
25% more money).

·

elutionofparadoxisonly justified ifI recent
In reality, of you observe a day amounty,I you should conclude thatthe other envelop contains"/2

more likely Man 27.
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